Earthquake
HOME AUDIO

welcome

Engineered by audiophiles for audiophiles, Earthquake speakers are meticulously crafted to
reproduce each and every single note perfectly, bringing your home theater experience to life.
With true dedication and full attention to details, our engineers continuously develop new and
better products to meet consumers’ needs and go beyond their expectations.
Earthquake has a wide range of products for all audiophile needs and continues to grow and
formulate innovative audio solutions. Earthquake has evolved into a leader of the home audio
industry, producing not only and amplifiers but surround speakers and tactile transducers as
well. Earthquake Sound can provide audio solutions in every room, whether in your home theater,
outdoors, or just in the background.
At Earthquake, we strive to design and engineer the most powerful and reliable products possible
while importantly providing these high-end solutions at every price point.

history

For over 25 years, Earthquake Sound has produced a variety of high quality audio products that
have impressed audiophile communities around the world. In 1997, using his existing expertise
in the audio industry, Joseph Sahyoun expanded his company to home audio production. From
mobile audio to prosound and home audio, Earthquake Sound has been selected as the winner
of many prestigious awards based on sound quality, performance, value, and features.
We look forward to continuing to manufacture in this evolving market while further expanding in
even more diverse industries and audiences.

awards

Export Achievement
The United States Secretary of Commerce Gary Locke honored Earthquake Sound with an
export achievement award for recent accomplishments in the global market place at the 2011
Consumer Electronics Show. Joseph Sahyoun (founder of Earthquake Sound Corporation) and
Abraham Sahyoun (Export Manager) were grateful for the opportunity to briefly discuss important
business developments with the Secretary. The US department of commerce recognized Thomas
Mygind, President of Earthquake Europe for his achievement in expanding export operations thus
creating American jobs.
Earthquake Sound has a strong and fruitful relationship with the US Department of Commerce
and appreciate their continued assistance in expanding global sales operations.
Over the years, CEA and numerous publications have awarded Earthquake Sound with over a
dozen design and engineering awards. Additionally, Earthquake has been granted many design
patents by the USPO for revolutionary audio designs that have changed the sound of the audio
industry.
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Titan
telesto

Titan
tigris

The Telesto is a slim and striking
entry to the Titan series
The Titans
The new generation of Titans are the result
of 5 years intensive development and
the natural continuation of the research
that began nearly 25 years ago with
Joseph Sahyoun’s dream of the perfect
loudspeaker. During the development of
the original reference the Titan Tethys, it
was recognized that the combination of
individually uncompromising components
failed to achieve the homogeneous
perfection and true to life reproduction
Joseph so ardently desired.
New drive units were developed in-parallel
and designed to work harmoniously
together. Closely mimicking nature’s
organic growth, the drive units grew up
together instead of being introduced to
each other as adult strangers, attempting
to connect through a complex and diluting
crossover network.

The Tigris is a dominant and
striking evolution of the
uncompromising Titan series
The result is a loudspeaker with constant
energy dispersion. A speaker with no
tonal shift regardless of volume. A
speaker where detail is not achieved at
the expense of dynamics.
Titan Series’ straight through wide open
performance sets a new standard for
loudspeaker design.

When you can get music
to sound like this, it just
makes one’s hair stand
on end.
—Dr. John E. Johnson JR, PHD,
   Secrets of Home Theater and
   High Fidelity

Generation of the wideband
super drivers
In the quest for extended bandwidth and
homogeneous excellence, Titan series
breaks with convention. Fewer devices
with higher bandwidth have better
harmonic characteristics. Thus the use
of one super tweeter and one super midrange is genetically better than a use of a
midrange, a tweeter and a super tweeter.
Traditionally non uniformities have been
tried, solved by way of refinement. Here
they are removed from the design at
inception, resulting in a detailed and
completely compression free sound — so
unhindered and shackle-free that sound
exits the speaker almost as if it was
lightening.

Hemi Elliptical Cabinet
Technology
The Hemi Elliptical design reduces
reflections and standing waves which
ensures a transparent, dynamic and
neutral reproduction. Layer upon layer of
steam bent wood are adhered together for
uniform structural thickness and optimum
rigidity. The combination of uniform
thickness and strong geometric shapes
results in an anechoic and incredibly
strong cabinet.
Read about the exciting Titan journey of
development in-depth on our website,
earthquakesound.com

Luxurious Piano Surface
Tigris and Telesto’s exterior surface is
made of deep luxurious black glossy
piano lacquer. The finish is a unique
process requiring several stages. The
cabinet surface is primed and sanded
before multiple layers of black lacquer
are applied. The cabinet is then finished
with a smooth and deep clear coat that is
masterfully polished.
The elegant finish complements the
iconic design and sculpturally adds
sophistication and exclusivity to any
home.

This speaker certainly needs
to make no apologies
when it comes to fit and
finish, component quality
and design.
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—Chris Groppi,
   Secrets of Home Theater and
   High Fidelity

Both Titans possess bi-amping capability and
gold plated terminals

www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com



cinÉnova
The Cinénova line— evolved and expanded.

The MARS technology
Magnetically
Actuated
Reanimation
System is a new type of protection system
that enables the use of all the amplifier’s
power resources without compromising
the survivability of the amplifier under
catastrophic conditions. Typical protection
systems rely on fuses or relays that
complicate the signal path thus degrading
audio quality. MARS is different as it
is not in the signal path, but works by
sensing the electro-magnetic signature of
the speaker output wire then translating
this input into amperes flowing through
the wire. Using the principle discovered by
Danish Scientist H.C. Oersted, this design
has no impact on the sound quality of the
amplifier as it is totally separate from the
audio circuits.

Cinénova Grande 7 Channel

Two years of research.
Three new technologies.
Earthquake Sound proudly presents the
latest iteration of the legendary Cinénova
line of multi channel amplifiers.
The Cinénova concept has evolved giving
the mighty Cinénova Grande advanced
bridging capabilities and a smaller
sibling— the Cinénova 7.
For years audiophiles have been asking
for an amplifier rivaling the Cinénova
Grande in audio excellence, but positioned
in the 200 watt class. The Cinénova name
represents the pinnacle of amplification
regardless of price. Traditionally, listeners
assume that a reduction in power and
cost will influence the quality of sound.
With a constant demand for this amplifier,
Earthquake’s chief engineer Joseph
Sahyoun descended into the Earthquake
research laboratories determined to crack
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The internal communication of MARS is
handled via optics rather than electrical
circuits. This means MARS does not create
an electromagnetic field as no current
is flowing through wires. The signal path
remains free of artifacts that impact and
taint the sound in other designs as no
amount of light activity can influence an
electrical system.

the code to the universe and design an
amplifier with no compromise in sound
quality and competitively priced.
Since its inception, the Cinénova
design concept has been a tempered
blend of traditional high-end virtues
combined with innovative and novel
circuitry design. Produced using in-house
proprietary manufacturing techniques
this tradition lives on in the new Cinénova
7 with a completely monaural design and
enhanced class A/B operation. The result
is industry leading efficiency making the
Cinénova 7 a true green amplifier.

Normally a relatively large safety margin
is necessary because of the antiquated
nature of traditional protection systems.
MARS operates at 500kHz speed making
it deadly accurate. This enables the
amplifier to utilize the outputs SOA (safe
operating area) to the limit. This gives
a MARS enabled amplifier 20 percent
more power than an identical non-MARS
amplifier.
During testing the MARS technology
showed that the output of the amplifier
could be short-circuited at full power more
than a thousand times with no damage
to the amplifier. MARS does not use any
relays or other damping-factor reducing
mechanical switches that can wear out
or fail over time. Instead, a specially
designed circuit instantly shuts off the
output drive.
In the event a short-circuit activates the
MARS protection system, it continuously
re-scans the output every 10 seconds.
Normal operation automatically resumes
as soon as the short-circuit condition is
removed.

During the research process for the
Cinénova 7, three core technologies
were developed to optimize the amplifier
and elevate its performance above its
class. These new technologies proved
so successful that the Cinénova Grande
reference design itself was reborn with
them.
Cinénova 7

www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com



cinÉnova
Power output
Cinénova Grande
328W at 8Ω
610W at 4Ω
Cinénova 7
175W at 8Ω
250W at 4Ω

Cinénova Grande special features
Advanced bridging capability
Cinénova Grande is already the most
powerful multi channel amplifier on the
market. The new bridging functionality
further extends Cinénova Grande into
the wattage stratosphere by breaking
the vaunted 1,000 watts at 8 ohm
hifi amplifier barrier. A feat previously
accomplished by only a handful of
exotic 2 channel high-end amplifiers.
Built-in electronic crossover
This is a unique feature that allows
each channel to be adjusted only to
reproduce the user’s desired frequency
range. The crossover function is a
superb tool when bi-amping or using
a channel as a dedicated subwoofer
amplifier.

The ION technology
In-Circuit
Optimization Network
is
an advanced network of connection
points on the Cinénova circuit-boards.
Traditionally, transistors and capacitors
are paired, grouped and tested to
ensure compatibility. However, it has
been shown especially by exotic and
esoteric audiophiles across the globe
that even highly refined mass produced
amplifiers have substantial room for
improvement when individually tweaked
and optimized. A lot happens when
individual components are put together
in a circuit. A certain margin of difference
between two seemingly identical circuits
exists. Some engineers refer to this as
the “Ghost in the machine.” The option

of being able to fine-tune and optimize a
circuit even after it has been built would
be the evolutionary solution— enter the
ION technology. ION enables individual
tweaking while remaining in a mass
production environment.
When the circuit is completed, the ION
network is connected to a specially
designed diagnostics computer that
automatically determines the optimal
connections and ION then makes those
connections permanent.

ConCurrent power supply
The ConCurrent power supply design
ensures full power can be delivered at
all times to all channels simultaneously.
Earthquake engineers developed the
parallel symmetric transformer with
identical electromagnetic coupling for
each secondary winding. Every channel
has its own secondary winding, capacitor
bank, rectifiers and output circuitry
all mounted on massive, individually,
vertically-ripped extruded aluminum heatsinks. The individual channels remain
sovereign and autonomous as sharing
is not required. This guarantees that no
matter how hard one channel is driven
it will have no effect on surrounding
channels.
Power supply efficiency, stiffness and
strength are dependent on several
factors. The ConCurrent design is the
culmination of intense optimization of all
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back panel of Cinénova Grande 7

back panel of Cinénova 7

known parameters. To stiffen the supply
(lower regulation factor) the transformer
cores are made of ferrite instead of a
lower grade iron material. The windings
are made with the same oxygen free
copper that is used in high-end speaker
cables. To ensure hum-free operation, the
transformer is hard-wound and made with
military grade high temperature lacquer.
A high-end design using completely
separate output blocks are largely
unheard of in this class of amplifier, but
with Earthquake’s enduring strive for
quality and excellence there simply was
no other way. From the loudest crescendo
to the finest syllable, the Cinénova will
remain composed and in control. We
invite you to enjoy the unique ownership
experience of this Cinénova amplifier that
was designed by a brilliant mind and built
with loving hands.

terminal Block

www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com



supernova
mkvi

Flush mount design
An aesthetically pleasing recessed
design
phase delay
0 to 20 millisecond range

The Supernova MKVI Series exemplifies
state–of–art subwoofer design

Continuing the legacy
With more patented technologies and
test awards than any other subwoofer,
the MKVI continues the legacy of
the legendary MKV series. Patented
technologies such as class J amplifier
technology, Overdrive, ODL, SLAPS,
DBXI and Magma X define MKVI’s
groundbreaking performance.
SLAPS — patented superiority
SLAPS is a patented system that
dramatically
increases
subwoofer
efficiency and capability for ultra
low frequency reproduction. SLAPS,
Symmetrically Loaded Audio Passive
System, is built symmetrically which
distinguishes it from traditional passive
devices. SLAPS integrates identical
components in its suspension and design
ensuring the unit is moving identically
in both directions. The unique design
allows the active driver compression-free
movement resulting in deep, dynamic and
hard-hitting bass response.

Supernova MKVI-15 Piano

in a class all its own
The Supernova MKVI Series epitomizes
the state-of-the-art in subwoofer design.
The MKVI series is uncompromised
performance and superior technology
coupled with the world’s most refined low
frequency response. The MKVI defines a
new standard in a class of its own. The
selection of subwoofers is vast, but at the
top Supernova MKVI reigns in solitude.

If you dream of uncompromising LFE
performance with superb dynamics and
effectiveness, combined with quick and
precise articulation, the MKVI is the
obvious choice. The MKVI can effortlessly
produce the lower octaves in a high-end
stereo setup or can add explosive LFE
effects in large surround sound systems.

supernova mkvi and mkv are Available
in a variety of high quality finishes to
complement and enhance your system

Piano Black lacquer
12” and 15”

10

Black Ash Wood
Veneer
12” and 15”
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Burl Wood Veneer
10” and 12”
MKV only

Cherry Wood Veneer
10”, 12”, and 15”
MKV Only

effortless power
MKVI’s brute force springs from the newly
developed IQ-600 class J amplifier. The
patented class J technology manifests
a quantum leap in amplifier technology.
The revolutionary aspect of class J is
its ability to combine a high efficiency
of 99% with extraordinary bass control.
Class J is an evolution on PWM technology
that combines advanced multi-level
feedback with an intelligent controller.
It modulates the supply voltage and
output switching frequency in real time
based on the frequency and amplitude
content of the input signal. This added
level of intelligence to the amplifier
offers several obvious advantages such
as increased thermal headroom through
the amplifier’s optimum energy use,
dramatically improved bass response and
dynamic power capabilities. This results in
a harder audible impact that adds a drive
to the sound normally experienced only at
live concerts. This combined with superb
articulation, nuances and details are
reproduced by the MKVI, but overlooked
by traditional subwoofers.
ODL — Intelligent Protection
The patented Optical Distortion Limiting
circuit is a revolutionary design that
provides full protection against overdriving
and distortion. If ODL detects an
overdriven signal that cannot be amplified
nominally or by Overdrive, ODL ensures
distortion-free amplification by adjusting
the input power in real time.
Overdrive — Optimal use of all
power reserves
Overdrive is a patented system that gives
the amplifier exceptional high dynamic
output. Overdrive’s patented design
ensures distortion-free amplification.
Overdrive provides a peak power double
the IQ-600’s nominal specification,
making the amplifier capable of
reproducing 1200 watt program material.

Room equalization
For ultimate bass control
Subsonic filter
24dB/oct. switchable filter

Crossover
24dB/oct. lowpass with bypass
capability
Auto On
Automatically turns on when it
senses music

Dual inputs
Accepts XLR, RCA, and high level
inputs
Dual Gains
Internally mixed individual channel
gain contols
LEDS
Channel status LEDs signify when
the input is overloaded

MKVI and MKV comes with
a remote control and a
remote eye

Polyurethane
12”
(no grille)
MKV Only
www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com
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supernova
MKV

mini me

This compact subwoofer is the ideal choice for the discerning user
who wants an elegant, stylish subwoofer
without compromising performance or power

sound quality, power and exclusive design
in an unbeatable compact design

The Supernova MKV is an ultra powerful
subwoofer for the discerning user
who wants the best in low frequency
reproduction and a straightforward nononsense user interface. With output
capability rivaling that of the MKVI and
the simplicity of a MiniMe, the MKV is the
perfect subwoofer when integrated DSP is
not needed or wanted.

Supernova MKV-15 Cherry Veneer

SLAPS— Patented Superiority
SLAPS, Symmetrically Loaded Audio
Passive System, is a patented system that
dramatically increases subwoofer efficiency
and capability for ultra low frequency
reproduction. The revolutionary efficiency and
performance are the result of the pneumatic
coupling between SLAPS and the active
driver. SLAPS overcomes the limitations
known from conventional closed and ported
designs that prevent radical excursion and
deep response. The unique design allows the
active driver compression-free movement
resulting in deep, dynamic and hard-hitting
bass response.
Manufacturer

Model

Earthquake

Supernova

B&W

4000-ASW

Bag End

S-18E

Driver

15”
15”

dB at 40Hz

117

18”

115
110

dB at 35Hz

the decibel measurements below were
tested by widescreen review proving
earthquake sound’s subwoofers are
louder at lower frequencies than all
the other competitors

dB at 30Hz

dB at 25Hz

dB at 20Hz

dB at 18Hz

117 116 115 102 98
115

115

114

102

N/A

112

110

108

100

N/A

Triad

Platinum

18”

N/A

110

N/A

106

92

90

F-1800R

18”

112

112

113

110

98

N/A
90

Energy

ES-18XL

18”

112

112

112

106

98

Paradigm

Servo-15

15”

110

110

110

106

96

90

Bag End

Infra-18

18”

108

108

106

102

90

N/A
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Also available in:
MiniMe-F8 (front firing 8”, 320W)

Excess Power
MiniMe is equipped with an oversized
class D amplifier. The advanced class D
technology has an efficiency of 90% which
means that the amplifier does not get hot
even with hard and continuous operation.
Earthquake’s unique evolved class D design
is distinguished by high performance and
superb bass control.

Unlimited power surplus
MKV’s brute force springs from the
powerful EQ-1000 amplifier capable of
producing 1000 watts MAX power and
600 watts true RMS power. Built using
the robust Earthquake Enhanced class D
output technology, this amp guarantees
effortless power and control. It features
high level inputs and outputs, low level
RCA inputs and outputs, and a 24dB
variable crossover.

Velodyne
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From left to right:
MiniMe P8 (8”, 320W)
MiniMe P10 (10”, 600W)
MiniMe P-12 (12”, 600w)

MiniMe P8W

Compact Design, Maximum Power
The MiniMe is designed to deliver
phenomenal bass from a tiny cube and
look fantastic while doing so. Earthquake’s
MiniMe can easily output the right
amount of bass for any home from small
condos to theater rooms. Always desired
in a subwoofer is a small, unobtrusive
enclosure that does not compromise
quality. MiniMe’s flawless design achieves
just that.

SLAPS — Patented superiority
Like the Supernova subwoofers, MiniMe
employs the patented SLAPS passive
radiator technology. The revolutionary
efficiency and performance are the result
of the pneumatic coupling between SLAPS
and the active driver. SLAPS overcomes
the limitations known from conventional
closed and ported designs that prevent
radical excursion and deep response. This
allows these small subwoofers to produce
an unusually powerful bass.
Luxury finishes
MiniMe is covered in deep luxurious black
piano lacquer. The cabinet finish begins
with a thorough sanding and priming
followed by multiple applications of black
lacquer with additional fine sanding
between layers. The cabinet is then finished
with a smooth, high gloss clear coat.

subwoofers

Many high-end surround processors have
extensive DSP built-in and an increasing
number of audiophiles are finding
themselves paying twice for this feature.
It has become almost impossible to find a
high end subwoofer without DSP. Enter the
Supernova MKV.

www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com
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iquake–52

platine Universal

Breathe life into your iPod and MP3 Player
with this extremely Adaptable speaker set

IQ-52 powered speakers pack a lot of
power into a compact design. With many
input options and a built-in 200 watt
amplifier, these speakers are perfect for
every room. There is no need to sacrifice
quality in order to play your iPod.
3 different audio inputs
The iPod® dock fits nearly every iPod
and iPhone model and charges it as it
plays. For those without an Apple product,
the RCA and mini-jack input easily
accommodate any MP3 player. Additional
features include a USB port to sync your
iPod to iTunes and an S-VIDEO output so
the video on your iPod can play on your
television (only available for limited iPod
models). The subwoofer output is an extra
feature to truly complete the system.
MiniMe subwoofers are designed to
perfectly complement the iQuake-52.
A Stereo system and computer
speakers in one
iQuake-52 is perfect for LCD/Plasma
televisions, computers, video game
consoles, and even satellite and digital
radio receivers. Whether in your living
room, bedroom, kitchen, apartment,
or dormitory, iQuake-52 is the perfect
compact and stylish system.

Versatility never looked so elegant

Luxury Piano Finish and Premium
Cabinet Construction
The cabinets are made of solid high
density fiberboard with a thickness of 2.5
centimeters. The seven layers of lacquer are
finished off with a smooth and deep clear
coat. The cabinet is then carefully polished
and possesses a smooth and glossy finish.
S-VIDEO output
Connect to your TV to play videos
from your iPod to the screen
usb port
Connect to you computer to easily
sync your iPod with iTunes

pn-2515 features two universal
varimounts And Gold plated
terminals on its backpanel

Subwoofer output
Add a MiniMe subwoofer to make a
2.1 system
Input Selector
Toggle through iPod, RCA and minijack inputs
rca input
Connect to your TV, computer, etc.
mini-jack input
Connect to any MP3 player,
computer, etc.
aux outlet
Perfect for an Airport Express bass
station or anything you need to
power

The remote control is
included with each set of
iQuake-52 speakers and
can even toggle through
the different inputs:
iPod, RCA, and AUX
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From left to right:
IQ52B
IQ52W
IQ52S
IQ52P
IQ52R

iQuake-52 is a pair of speakers,
one has this built-in 200 watt amPlifier
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Complete Sound System or a
center channel
The Universal Platine Noirée 2515 is a
versatile yet powerful speaker. It is perfect
for all systems from small apartments to
dedicated home theater rooms to whole
house audio. Depending on your specific
needs, multiple PN2515s can be used
as a surround system. You can use three,
five, seven, and even more PN2515s
as one complete system. Alternatively,
the installer can mount this speaker
horizontally and use it as a center channel
with the Titan Telesto or Tigris two
channel systems. Not only can they can
be mounted vertically or horizontally, they
can also be used as shelf speakers. The
Platine 2515s also have universal wall
mounts for ultimate customization.

Advanced Technology,
Aesthetic Design
Platine Noirée 2515 is equipped with
two 5¼ inch long-throw midrange/
bass drivers that offer performance
equivalent to traditional 8 inch drivers.
Therefore, they are able to easily replace
substantially larger speakers. PN2515’s
ultra light silk dome tweeter is driven
by a neodymium magnet system and is
specially designed to reproduce very high
tones above 20kHz. The port’s oval shape
and aerodynamic grooves increase bass
output. The Universal PN2515’s advanced
engineering and sleek piano black finish
combines form and function to create the
most versatile speaker.

Use as a center channel or
surrounds with the titan towers

www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com
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couch potato

ff12

A slim subwoofer with unique placement possibilities

Powerful invisible bass
The CP-8 is a two time award winning self
powered subwoofer that delivers massive
fast bass to your seating position. By
placing the subwoofer close to you, the
bass is direct, more powerful, and carries
massive sub harmonic vibrations with it.
only 7 inches tall
Through an integral high power 300 watt
max amplifier, the Couch Potato subwoofer
provides an RCA and high level input and
a high level output. The CP-8’s high output
level is designed to match typical satellite
speaker systems to enhance the overall
sound quality and performance of your
system. Its slim enclosure design allows
you to place the CP-8 under the sofa, behind
it, or under the bed. By standing it on its
side, it further expands your placement
options. Now you can have massive bass
while using unused space.

This subwoofer’s unique design allows it to be built-in
creating a multitude of new placement possibilities

the installer’s choice
Its front firing, front ported 12 inch
enclosure allows this subwoofer to easily
be built-in to walls or cabinets. A convenient
feature is the volume knob located on the
front of the enclosure.
a powerful built-in amplifier
This class A/B amplifier features high and
low level inputs and outputs, a crossover
frequency adjustment, and an auto on/off
switch.

sub–80x

thor

the 20 hertz in wall

The compact and rationally designed 8” subwoofer

Hard hitting bass, strong price
This high-powered down-firing subwoofer
can handle a large amount of amplifier
power despite its small size. The SUB80X is perfect for smaller homes,
condominiums, and apartments while
remaining budget friendly. It fills very large
rooms with musical bass and thundering
sound effects.

A different kind of in-wall sub
The Thor is the first in-wall subwoofer that
solves all of your aesthetic needs while
delivering an unbelievable performance.
The SWS 10 inch driver and 10 inch SLAPS
is mounted in an enclosed back box and
delivers maximum performance and
complete pneumatic isolation.
Patented technology
The SWS driver and SLAPS technologies
allow the Thor to move two inches peak
to peak at 20Hz with ease and tight
accuracy.

Detailed engineering
SUB-80X’s optimized flared bass port
and down firing construction enhances
the acoustic output from the subwoofer.
The 2 inch high temperature voice coil
and Santoprene edge surround ensures
durability.
The versatile set-up options and attractive
wood finish offer broad compatibility with
other speakers and allows it to blend into
any system in any location.
16
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300 watt max built-in amplifier
The SUB-80X houses a 300 watt max class A/
B amplifier. It takes speaker level inputs of up
to 10 volts and RCA level (low) inputs of 0.5 to
2.3 volts. Also, this SUB turns on automatically
when it detects audio signals and has a 180
degree polarity inverting switch.

Best Sound with the Best aesthetic
The unique empty grille frame (included with
the THOR) allows you to use any fabric or
material as a grille.

New construction or retrofit
The Thor is easy to install in new
constructions or retrofitting situations
because it is designed to fit perfectly on
standard, sixteen inch apart studs. With
three different grilles included, the Thor
can be easily customized to match any
décor.
www.earthquakesound.com
www.earthquakesound.com
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swat2.4

cinÉnova ir16

The Stereo Wireless Audio Transceiver is the
“got to have it” item for a/v consumers

This 16 channel, 8 zone amplifier is capable of outputting
a staggering 150 watts RMS per zone

Hailed the “Got to Have It item for
A/V consumers” by John E. Johnson, Jr,
Ph.D and Editor-in-Chief at Secrets of Home
Theater and High Fidelity, the SWAT 2.4’s
uses in different applications are amazingly
ever-expanding.

Connect to any powered speaker,
subwoofer, or receiver
SWAT 2.4 is a wireless audio transceiver
that allows you play audio from your audio
source to almost any speaker wirelessly.
The SWAT 2.4 is the perfect solution for
your home theater set-up. There is no
need to bother with costly and messy
wiring which is especially difficult in older
homes.

Comes with:
2 power supplies
2 RCA to mini-jack cords
1 mini-jack to mini-jack cord

150 WRMS Per zone
This multi zone IR amplifier lives up to
the Cinénova name and has become the
most powerful multi zone amplifier on the
market. The second generation Cinénova
IR16 possesses eight individual power
supplies (bilfilar) for power isolation,
accuracy, and better channel separation.
The Cinénova IR16 can deliver up to
150 watts RMS per zone, a power rating
that is almost unheard of for multi-zone
amplifiers.

Endless Applications
The SWAT 2.4 is also ideal for parties
and entertaining. For a seamless outdoor
audio system, use the SWAT 2.4 and
avoid the headache of outdoor wiring. You
can play music from your desktop inside
and the sound will emit from speakers
outside. The SWAT 2.4 is also great for
DJs who don’t want people tripping on
wires or want more freedom when setting
up their speakers.

Features
This amplifier’s bridgeable output design
enables it to accommodate 4-ohm and 8ohm speakers. Moreover, the LOCAL/BUS
input audio selector on each of the eight
zones allows it to amplify either a single
source or up to 8 different inputs/sources.
Included with the Cinénova IR16 is eight
sets of external gain keypads and remote
controls and four remote eyes.
The Cinénova IR16 offers you more power,
more options, and more than you will ever
expect in a multi-zone amplifier.

Couch Potato: CP8
Powered Subwoofer

For even more sources, use the
CinÉnova IR16 with an 8x8 matrix

WIRING OPTIONS FOR THE SWAT 2.4

XJ-300R Mono Amp
RECEIVER

CD Player/Radio/Music Player

The Cinénova IR16 comes with
8 remote controls, 8 keypads,
and 4 remote eyes.

Q10B Tactile transducer

Receiver/Amplifier/Media Player

TRANSMITTER

Smart Phone/PC

iQuake-52
Powered Speakers
18
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xj–300R

xj–300 Full range

a flexible and adaptable class J subwoofer amplifier

The extremely versatile and modular XJ-300FR has multiple
channel options, mounting options, and applications

XJ–300 Articulated power in a
compact design
The XJ–300 is a super efficient and ultra
compact monoblock subwoofer amplifier.
It is specially designed to power demanding
subwoofers and tactile shaker units. This
class J amplifier distinguishes itself with
technology that enables high power and
continuous operation in demanding 2 ohms
impedances. With its compact chassis
and flexible adjustment options, the rack
mountable XJ–300 can be adapted to
almost any bass amplification job.
Flexible and versatile
connectivity
The XJ–300 is very flexible and can be
connected to both line level RCA signals
from a receiver or preamplifier and
through high level speaker connections.
This means that the same signal used for
the loudspeakers can be connected XJ–
300s high level inputs. XJ–300 also has
a signal sensing circuit that will turn on
automatically when it receives signal.

Endless possibilities
The newest member of the XJ series is the
XJ–300FR, a 300 watt full range amplifier.
It is highly adaptable and can be used as
a 2 channel, 2.1 channel, or bridged as a
1 channel amplifier. The installer controls
how the power is distributed.
The XJ-300FR has countless applications
because of how customizable the channel
set-up is. If you need to install in-ceiling
speakers in the kitchen, tower speakers in
the living room, or rock speakers outside,
the XJ-300FR can perform flawlessly in
every situation.

XJ–300R
300 watt mono block amplifier

XJ–300FR
300 watt mono, stereo, or 2.1 amplifier

Front panel adjustments for ultimate bass control
Phase–shift
XJ–300 has a continuously variable phase
adjustment function, where phase can be
changed between 0 and 180 degrees. The
phase setting is optimally set by playing a
50Hz test tone and then rotating the phase
adjustment knob until the maximum sound
level is achieved at the listening position.

Crossover
XJ–300 is equipped with
variable electronic crossover
which is adjustable from
40Hz to 175 Hz. The
optimal setting depends on
the connected subwoofer or
tactile device.

Volume
Volume adjustment makes
it possible to gain match the
subwoofer or the tactile unit
with the rest of the system. It
also allows the XJ–300 to be
used without a pre-regulated
line signal.

versatile mounting options
There are additional mounting holes on
the sides of the amplifier so that short
brackets can be attached and the amp
can be mounted directly to a wall or
inside a cabinet.

Multiple Mounting Options for
ultimate customization
The XJ–300FR is only one rack space
tall and has a half-rack width chassis.
This smart design features a unique
interlock design so that two XJ–300FRs
can be connected side by side and be rack
mountable. Other amplifiers of the same
size run much too hot to mount them next
to anything else which defeats the purpose
of their size. Because the XJ–300FRs run
completely cool, you can comfortably
mount other components directly above
or below them in the rack. This means
ultimate convenience for the installer.

Rack mounting ears included
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Tactile transducers

shell shoxx

Power that will shake your senses

The Ultimate gaming accessory

What is a tactile transducer?
Tactile Transducers are subwoofers
that emit vibration instead of sound.
Earthquake’s multi award winning shakers
are the strongest on the market.

Intense Tactile Effects
Shell Shoxx is a system that includes our
patented shaker and matching amplifier
specifically geared towards the needs and
desires of gamers. This hardcore gear will
intensify any gaming experience, whether
on your computer or gaming console.

Patented Design
Earthquake shakers have only one moving
part enclosed in a cast-aluminum heat
sink, are maintenance free, and virtually
indestructible. They are designed for
superior music reproduction. Their motors
are built around neodymium magnets and
a military-grade aluminum voice coil. This
results in high strength and tremendous
control.

Q10B
For 1 Q10B use the XJ-300R-- 8ohm
Or for 1 Q10B use the XJ-300FR

Growing Applications
The applications for these shakers are ever
expanding. You can bolt them to a sofa,
chair, platform, and even in your car. They
can enhance your current subwoofer’s
effects or simply replace it. Your home
theater, music, and gaming experience
can all benefit from these powerful tactile
transducers. Available in full and miniature
size with multiple mounting options for
each, the Q10B and MQB-1 make an
exciting addition to any system.

300-XX Amplifier
This amplifier draws on the heritage of our
legendary XJ-300R amplifier. It features
futuristic class J output technology
guaranteeing you unlimited power and
cool operation.

The 300-XX amplifier comes with a
wired remote for ultimate control in
amplifier power

Video games and more
This gaming set is perfect for all computer
and TV video games especially first person
shooters, fighting, car racing, and actionadventure games. Plus, Shell Shoxx works
with any system so when the video game is
turned off, Shell Shoxx can stay on. Since
Shell Shoxx plays from the audio track, it
works whether you are watching a movie,
TV, or playing a video game. Shell Shoxx’s
possibilities are endless.

PB-1 Multiplier
This “S” shaped bracket, sold separately,
enhances tactile effect for the Q10B.
You can use the PB-1, the included bracket,
or directly bolt the transducer to your sofa,
chair, or platform. It allows you to have true
control of where and how your shakers are
set-up.

MQB-XX Shaker
The shaker is derived from our MQB-1
shaker which is a subwoofer that emits
vibration instead of sound. MQB-XX is
attached to an arm that can easily clamp
onto almost any office chair. Without any
mounting assembly necessary, the shaker
can be up and running in a matter of
minutes.

The MQB-XX can easily clamp onto
almost any office chair

With a sleek camouflage paint job, Shell
Shoxx is sure to add a unique dimension to
your gaming experience for any age group
in any environment, from dormitories and
apartments to living rooms and home
offices.

MQB-1
For 1 MQB-1 use the XJ-300R-- 8ohm
For 2 MQB-1s use the XJ-300R-- 4ohm
Or for 2 MQB-1s use the XJ-300FR
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specifications
SUBWOOFERS

MiniMe P8

MiniMe FF8

MiniMe P10

MiniMe P12

Power Handling

320W peak
160W RMS

320W peak
160W RMS

600W peak
460W RMS

600W peak
460W RMS

Input Impedance

8 kΩ

8 kΩ

7 kΩ

7 kΩ

Frequency Response 28Hz - 175Hz

25Hz - 160Hz

20Hz - 135Hz

18Hz - 115Hz

sealed with passive radiator

sealed with passive radiator

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Telesto

Tigris

iQuake-52

PN-2515 Universal

Enclosure Type

sealed with passive radiator

front firing

Frequency Response

25Hz - 40kHz

25Hz - 40kHz

45Hz - 20kHz

30Hz - 35kHz

Weight

16.5 lbs

10 lbs

30.5 lbs

40.2 lbs

Power Handling

100 - 500W RMS

100 - 500W RMS

200W

40 - 200W

Finish

piano black and white lacquer

piano black

piano black

piano black

Impedance

4Ω

4Ω

N/A

8Ω

10¼” x 9¾” x 10¾”

12¼” x 11⅜” x 13⅜”

14¾” x 14⅛” x 16⅜”

94dB ±3dB

87dB ±3dB

95dB

89dB at 1W/1M

Dimensions
HxWxD

10¼” x 9¾” x 11⅜”

Sensitivity
Enclosure Type

5 chamber ported

3 chamber ported

ported

front port tuned

Tweeter

one 1” and one 1¼” silk dome

one 1¼” silk dome

1” silk dome neodymium

one 1½” silk dome

Midrange

two 4” Kevlar

one 3” silk dome, ball loaded

5¼” magnetically sealed
carbon fiber cone

two 5¼” poly cone

Woofer

one 8” side fiberglass cone

two 8” Kevlar

N/A

N/A

Weight

68 lbs per speaker

89 lbs per speaker

21.5 lbs per pair

18 lbs

SUBWOOFERS

Couch Potato: CP8

SUB-80X

FF12

THOR in-wall

300W peak
150W RMS

300W peak
150W RMS

400W peak
200W RMS

300W peak
150W RMS
4 kΩ

Finish

piano black

piano black

piano black, white, pink, red,
or silver

piano black

Power Handling

Dimensions
HxWxD

50½” x 711∕16” x 185∕16”
1280 x 195 x 465mm

51¼” x 10¾” x 19¼”
1302 x 275 x 487mm

10¾” x 7¼” x 715∕16”
272.5 x 185 x 201mm

7¼” x 18⅝” x 8½”

Input Impedance

20 kΩ

20 kΩ

20 kΩ

Frequency Response

20Hz - 180Hz

20Hz - 180Hz

25Hz - 150Hz

20Hz - 160Hz

Enclosure Type

ported

front ported and down firing

front ported and front firing

sealed with passive radiator

Weight

24.5 lbs

19 lbs

37 lbs

22.5 lbs

Finish

black laminate

black laminate

black ash wood laminate

white, paintable

Dimensions
HxWxD

7” x 12” x 24”

13¼” x 9⅞” x 13¾”

19½” x 14” x 16⅛”

28” x 18⅝” x 3¾”

AMPLIFIERS

Cinénova Grande 5/7

Cinénova 7

Cinénova IR16

XJ-300R

XJ-300FR

Channels

5/7

7

16/8 zones

1/mono

2/+ mono bridge

Power Output RMS

328W- all channels, 8Ω
610W- all channels, 4Ω

175W- 8Ω
250W- 4Ω

100W- 8Ω bridged
150W- 4Ω bridged

1 x 140W- 8Ω
1 x 280W- 4Ω

2 x 110W- 8Ω
1 x 170W- 8Ω

THD

0.003%

0.003% at 1W

0.01%

0.03%

0.08%

Damping Factor

1600 at 8Ω

1000 at 8Ω

>200

>400

>400

SNR

>121dB

>121dB

>92dB

>90dB

>97dB

20Hz - 30kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

28Hz - 2kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

Frequency Response 20Hz - 50kHz
Weight

110 lbs/122 lbs

80 lbs

62 lbs

4.5 lbs

3.8 lbs

Finish

silver or flat black

flat black

flat black

flat black

flat black

Dimensions
HxWxD

9¼” x 18” x 21”

6⅞” x 17” x 16¼”
175 x 432 x 413mm

6½” x 18” x 21”

2” x 9” x 9”

2” x 8½” x 8”

TACTILE
TRANSDUCERS

Q10B

MQB-1

1

RMS Power Output

160W- 8Ω
320W- 4Ω

1000W peak
600W RMS

500W RMS

20 - 500W RMS

Impedance

8Ω

8Ω

8Ω

15Hz - 50Hz

15Hz - 50Hz

THD

0.03%

Frequency Response 5Hz - 40Hz
Weight

6 lbs

3 lbs

3.5 lbs

Damping Factor

>400

Finish

cast aluminum casing

cast aluminum casing

cast aluminum casing

SNR

>90 dB

Dimensions
HxWxD

3 ∕ ”x6 ∕ ”x3 ∕ ”

3½” x 3⅛” x 3⅛”

3½” x 2¾” x 8½”
89 x 70 x 216mm

Frequency Response 28Hz - 175Hz

9 16

3 16

9 16

Supernova MKVI-12

Supernova MKVI-15

Supernova MKV-10

Supernova MKV-12

Supernova MKV-15

Power Handling

1200W peak
600W RMS

1200W peak
600W RMS

1000W peak
600W RMS

1000W peak
600W RMS

1000W peak
600W RMS

Input Impedance

18 kΩ

18 kΩ

6 kΩ

6kΩ

6 kΩ

Channels

20

Frequency Response 15Hz - 155Hz

14Hz - 120Hz

20Hz - 160Hz

18Hz - 145Hz

17Hz - 120Hz

Work Voltage

3.6 - 6V DC

Enclosure Type

sealed with passive
radiator

sealed with passive
radiator

sealed with passive
radiator

sealed with passive
radiator

sealed with passive
radiator

Frequency Range

2400 - 2528MHz

Weight

73 lbs

86 lbs

65 lbs

90 lbs

105 lbs

Frequency Response

20Hz - 20kHz

Finish

piano black,
black ash wood veneer

piano black,
black ash wood veneer

cherry wood veneer,
burl wood veneer

piano black, black ash,
cherry, burl, polyurethane

piano black, black ash,
cherry wood veneer

Weight

0.25 lbs per unit

Finish

black painted aluminum

Dimensions
HxWxD

16¼” x 15½” x 19½”

17¾” x 17” x 21”

12¾” x 12¼” x 21”

16” x 15¾” x 13¾”

17¾” x 14¼” x 21½”

Dimensions
HxWxD

1” x 2¾” x 3⅛”
25 x 69 x 80mm
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SHELL SHOXX 300-XX

SHELL SHOXX MQB-XX

Weight

5 lbs

Finish

camouflage paint

Dimensions
HxWxD

9½” x 133∕16” x 3¼”
241 x 335 x 82mm

SWAT 2.4
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rave reviews
Titan Telesto
[Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity]
“The Telestos definitely have a neutral tonality to them,
and this comes across as sounding ‘natural’...”
“The Earthquake Titan Telesto speakers are unusual
in that they have two tweeters dividing the high
frequencies between them. The result is extra detail and
clarity, which makes this product especially worthy of
auditioning if you are in the market.”

MQB-1 and XJ-300R
[Game Informer]
“Tired of the sissy subwoofer that came with your home
theater system? Check out Earthquake Audio’s Tactile
Transducers. The high-end speaker company has created
an alternative that will literally shake your couch.”
“...anyone serious about home theater will enjoy the
complement to action movies and explosive gaming.”

Couch potato: Cp8
[Secrets of home Theater and High Fidelity]
“When driven hard, it never exhibited strain, though
the cone was pumping vigorously. I was impressed! No
distracting port noises or huffing were noted.”
“The size and shape allow for easy concealment, and the
bass output is nothing short of remarkable.”
“The Earthquake Audio CP-8 left me shaken and
satisfied while adding some ‘fun’ to my media enjoyment
at a modest cost.”

CinÉnova Grande
[Home Theater magazine]
“Off-the-chart dynamics, raw power, and a free-flowing
sense of ease and composure.”
“Earthquake has gone to considerable lengths to prove
that a potent combination of speed, grace, and power
can be harnessed on a large, multichannel chassis.”

Q10B Tactile transducer
[Secrets of Home theater and high Fidelity]
“That’s right. You could vibrate the entire floor of your
home theater with this unit.”

supernova MKIV subwoofer 12 inch
[Home Theater magazine]
“Earthquake subs remain among the loudest and, dollarper-decibel, among top performers.”

“...it is the most powerful one I have ever experienced.
And the amplifier is the most flexible.”

“Just when you think you know a scene after seeing it
500 times...This subwoofer took my home theater to new
depths.”

“...it is an accessory worth having. In fact, never to be
without again.”

iQuake-52 iPod docking speakers
[Secrets of Home theater and high Fidelity]
“The sound quality just simply blew me away.”
“The SPL that this thing could deliver also amazed me.
The carbon fiber woofers didn’t break up, and there was
no harshness from the tweeter. Seriously, I have heard
larger, more expensive bookshelf speakers that didn’t
sound this good.”
“The iQuake seems to be almost in a category by itself...”

“...(sorry, since most subs don’t go that low, I couldn’t
find a test CD that even bothered to reach below 20Hz).”

Supernova MKIV Subwoofer 15”
[Stereophile]
“There might be better subwoofers on the planet, but I
haven’t heard them.”
“Because of the SLAPS design, the Supernova’s phase
response and time alignment are said to match those
of a sealed cabinet, but with the greater dynamic ability
and smaller size of a ported design.”
“The Earthquake MKIV-15 did 15Hz with panache and
style.”
“I heartily recommend the Earthquake SuperNova MKIV15 for any system requiring the ultimate sonic boon
[sic].”

SWAT2.4
[Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity]
“One bit of serendipity was that a ground loop hum
in one of the subs that had been driving me crazy
disappeared, because there was no longer a direct wire
connection from the SSP to the subwoofer.”
“The beauty is that you can have several SWAT
transmitters all going at the same time, each of which is
‘paired’ with a specific SWAT receiver.”

minime
[Hartford courant, Courant.com]
“It’s capable of reaching sonic peaks of 108 decibels
— somewhere between a jackhammer, a chain saw, and
midfield at the Super Bowl. This little lug can rumble.”
“The doors were still rattling down into the low 20s.
That’s superb output from a subwoofer this small.”
“...it sounded as loud as a lot of its much bigger rivals.”

Supernova MK subwoofer
[widescreen review]
“Want to move your world? Get an Earthquake
Supernova Millennium 15.”
“Supernova is the most powerful home theater
subwoofer I’ve ever heard...”
“It beats the other vented designs for fidelity and delivers
higher output than any other compact home theater
subwoofer I’ve reviewed.”
“...they wanted to produce a subwoofer with fewer sonic
compromises—one that actually sounded better, not
simply one that played louder.”
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CinÉnova Grande 5 Channel
[Home Theater magazine]
“There are several very subtle details that only the
best amps, preamps, and speakers can uncover. The
Cinénova Grande unveiled them all.”
“Once I got the Cinénova Grande on the measuring
bench, I was even more astounded—it measured exactly
as Earthquake had specified.”
“A new value-driven benchmark in high-performance
theater.”
“The harder I pushed the amp, the less distortion I got!”
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